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Introduction
Mondrian Mind is a building complex consisting of four
separate pavilions. The source of inspiration is the painting
“Composition with two lines” on a diamond-shaped canvas,
by Piet Mondrian (pictured left). This diamond shape becomes
the footprint of the four buildings. Mondrian Mind is his 2D
painting raised to a 3D work of art.

Diamond shaped Composition with two lines
Piet Mondrian (1931)

Mondrian Mind is a creative center and will focus on the
following areas:
- Culture, Art, and Design
- Education, Science, and Workshops
- Tourist Attraction, Promotion, and Economy
- Environment, High-tech Services and Equipment
The building is energy neutral, since the roof is covered with
solar panels, and is required to work according to the “cradle
to cradle” principle as much as possible. The realization will be
an ambitious and prestigious project.
In this proposal, you will be taken on a journey that will excite
and inspire your knowledge and expertise, that will motivate
you to further develop and implement this concept through
your connections in these areas. The financing of Mondrian
Mind pavilions will be made possible through a combination of
your knowledge, expertise, and contributions.
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Piet Mondrian circa 1915

Piet Mondrian

De Stijl (The Style)

When people walk into the complex they will set foot
in the wonderful world of Piet Mondrian and “De Stijlkunstbeweging” (The Style-art movement), but it will be in a
contemporary design. Mondrian Mind pays homage to Piet
Mondrian, one of the most important art pioneers from the
early 20th century. Unfortunately, Mondrian didn’t receive
sufficient recognition for his creations during his lifetime
and in subsequent years after, nor did many other important
artists of De Stijl-art movement. The work of this group of
artists deserves more attention and recognition. Therefore,
this unique building complex is designed (as a monument)
as a dedication to this important art movement, and in
particular, to Piet Mondrian.

In 1917, Piet Mondrian and artist/architect Theo van Doesburg
founded the art publication “Magazine De Stijl”. As well as
these two founders, the De Stijl-art movement included mostly
Dutch artists and architects, including J.J.P. Old, and Vilmos
Huszár, who were prominent members.
Mondrian launched his new art form in his long essay
“Neoplasticism in Pictorial Art” (The New Plastic in Painting),
which was published over twelve issues in the “Magazine
De Stijl” (1917-1918). In this essay, Mondrian explained his
art as: “a pure representation of the human spirit, art will
express itself in an aesthetically refined, i.e. abstract form.
Ideas should therefore take the form of a natural or concrete
representation.”

Mondrian became interested in geometrical basic forms
around his 30th birthday. His landscape paintings began
to evolve into an abstract direction. He was one of the
pioneers of abstract art and one of the founders of De
Stijl-art movement. His work with straight lines and stark
shapes, including the primary colours red, yellow, and blue,
is world famous. This style has become an important source
of inspiration for many architects, sculptors, graphic and
industrial designers, and also for fashion and many other
applied arts, up to the present day.
Mondrian was searching for an artform that could standalone which he called Neoplasticism; “De Nieuwe Beelding”,
in Dutch. This idea should exclude coincidence but embrace a
universal harmony. Mondrian worked in various cities in the
Netherlands, as well as in Paris, London, and finally in New
York, where he died at the age of 72.

The “De Stijl” art movement was not the first abstract art
form at that time. Artists who practiced abstract art included
the painters Wassily Kandinsky, Kazimir Malevich and Hans
Arp, who previously expressed their non-objective art, often
with geometric shapes. However, artists and architects who
were linked to “De Stijl” art movement used a purer form
of geometry, consisting of straight lines and basic geometric
forms, largely reflected in the three primary colors red-yellowblue and black-white-gray.

Today, Mondrian is considered a key creator of the nonrepresentational art form.

Monthly magazine De Stijl, first issue 1917

100 years of De Stijl
19th of May 2017 was it the 100th anniversary of the De Stijlart movement establishment. The global influence of Piet
Mondrian and De Stijl-art movement in many areas is enormous
and, if only for that reason alone, these artists should be
honoured with a unique, outstanding, and long-lasting artistic
memorial. The realization of Mondrian Mind pavilions would
be a worthy and legitimate homage.
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Piet Mondrian at his studio in Paris (1933)

Piet Mondriaan
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Composition red, yellow, blue, black and grey (1921)

1917 - 2017
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Mondrian Mind Museum
The collection should consist of as many original works by
Piet Mondrian and the De Stijl-art movement. These works
are expected to come from museum depots and private
collections, or will be facsimiles. The idea is to show a
complete overview of all the works so that visitors get a good
idea of the development of Piet Mondrian and the artists in
the De Stijl-art movement.
Beside the exhibition of original paintings, objects, and
furniture, full-scale replicas of Mondrian’s studios in Paris and/or
New York will be on display. The collection will be accompanied
by a waxwork of Piet Mondrian and other artists of the De Stijl
movement, such as Gerrit Rietveld and his staff in front of his
workshop in Utrecht. Another plan is to build a replica of Café
Union, by Piet Oud, and the Aubette, by Theo van Doesburg
and Sophie Taeuber-Arp. Besides the works by Mondrian and
the De Stijl-art movement, other forms of art and works from
people who were subsequently inspired by the De Stijl-art
movement by that time will also be exhibited.
A permanent, contemporary style exhibit will be dedicated
to the “Sacred Geometry” and how colour works in different
media, for example, in light, paint, printing, materials, many
of which are related to the time of the De Stijl movement. The
Museum will include a reception area, a cloakroom, temporary
exhibition spaces, and a coffee and souvenir shop. The
museum shop will have a selection of high-quality Dutch and
International art, design, and photography books, related to
the early 20th century and later.
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Exhibitions, workshops and auditorium
Temporary exhibition spaces will exhibit different forms of art,
rotating within certain periods. This could be sourced from
the Academy of Art and Design school graduates, which will
ensure a steady stream of visitors. Other areas may be used to
hold courses and workshops, such as for photography, drawing,
painting, sculpture, computer-graphics, or 3D modeling. An
auditorium with high-quality multimedia equipment makes
this space ideal for seminars and presentations. In addition, this
space could be easily converted for events, such as receptions,
dinners, weddings, etc.
Education
The Mondrian Mind museum will be provide opportunities for
young people of all ages to engage not only with art but also
with science. Extensive programs will be created by organizing
active workshops, DIY activities, and guided assignments, so
students will learn better by doing it for themselves.
The virtual museum
Once a 3D experience can be realized and demonstrated, the
attraction can be immediately up-scaled. To develop such a 3D
service will definitely involve many parties working together.
The virtual reality will attract artists and bring cultural
institutions such as theatres, movie houses, and educational
institutions, such as museums and libraries, together. The
website or 3D portal will keep the public informed about new
works to be exhibited.
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Hospitality

Commercial Spaces

Mondrian Mind Hotel
The Mondrian Mind Hotel will provide an unforgettable
experience for anyone staying there. Aside from the usual
service, the experience will be unique due to the special
business uniforms in contemporary style of “De Stijl” art
movement. Also, the whole hotel and all rooms will be
furnished in a contemporary style and instantly recognizable
atmosphere that brings you back to the nostalgia of early
20th century.

Mondrian Mind pavilions offer business space, units, or studios
for start-ups and established creative businesses and enjoy a
separate entrance. The aim is to provide an opportunity to
exchange experiences and discuss ideas within the “mind”
network, either in the office, meeting room, or in one of the
social areas within the pavilion.
Studios
Mondrian Mind offers many options for creative people who
are looking for a studio or workspace. This idea is targeted
towards architects, designers, artists, web designers, or IT
companies. Also, Marketing, Communications and Public Relations companies fit very well within this concept. The Mondrian Mind pavilions can provide customised space areas as an
option.

Café, Bar and Café-Restaurant
Within the three main buildings there will be places where
people can enjoy lunch, dinner, or a snack or drink in one of the
cafés or restaurants. Some are more spacious than the others,
depending on the location within the pavilion.
Few ideas are also to create a replica of Café De Unie (The
Union Café) designed by J.J. Piet Oud and the interior of the
Aubette Neoclassical Building from Strasbourg, France, designed
by Theo van Doesburg, Sophie Taeuber Arp and Jean Arp.

Meeting Rooms
Mondrian Mind meeting rooms will be available as a rental
venue for meetings, banquets, parties, workshops, and events.
Each room will have its own theme and style. There will be
spaces furnished as a lounge in the style of “De Stijl” art
movement.
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Bookstore
The bookstore retailer can be managed by an existing wellknown bookstore or publisher. It needs to accommodate a
wide range of books relating to art, design, architecture,
photography, typography, interior, and industrial design,
locally and from abroad. The store will also sell a variety of
office supplies.

Aubette 1928, Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art. Strasbourg, France. Designed by
Theo van Doesburg, Sophie and Jean Arp.

Interior furnishings
The furniture retailer can be managed by an existing wellknown furniture establishment. There will be a full selection
of modern and contemporary furniture and well-designed
interior accessories to view.
Art and Design Supplies
This store will specialize in selling most products in the field of
art and design requirements. It will be located in a prominent
place in the Mondrian Mind pavilion. Here you will find all
the pencils, brushes, paints, varnishes, paper, cardboard,
and a complete supply of creative products under one roof,
including a picture framer, which is required for the best
artwork.

Concept design Café De Unie, J.J. Piet Oud (1925).
Executed in Rotterdam
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Design Concept

The Idea
The four buildings together have a footprint of the Diamondshaped Composition with two lines of Piet Mondrian’s painting.
The Mondrian Mind pavilions is an interpretation of the 2D
painting, raised into a 3D sculpture, with a 60 x 60 m footprint,
the highest point being approximately 48 m, providing a total
effective floor space of approximately 33’000 m2. The building
is energy-friendly and built as much as possible according to
the “cradle to cradle” principle.

Motivation
The initiator of the concept of the Mondrian Mind pavilions is
Peter Willems. His motivation is derived from the inspiration
by the works of “De Stijl” art movement, an inspiration he
has experienced himself first hand in his work as a Graphic
Designer. It is all about beauty, perfection, harmony, and purity.
Objective
With the Mondrian Mind pavilions, a statement has been
made of a groundbreaking and unique project. Not just a
museum, but a vibrant, creative social centre, where all
elements of art, culture, public participation, education,
and business come together and enter into a synergetic
collaboration.
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This is an ambitious yet prestigious project to realize but
with the contributors bringing the required knowledge
and expertise together, as mentioned in the introduction,
the financing of the Mondrian Mind pavilions will be made
possible. Of course, a “Return On Investment” is important, but
affinity with art, culture, public participation, and education,
with the aspect of business collaboration, is just as important.
Do you feel all the tingling and excitement, the positive feeling
to wish to make a contribution? Then we invite you to discuss
this project, a worthy homage to Mondrian and the De Stijl-art
movement.
Alternative functions- and interpretation
Mondrian Mind seeks a pavilions, with the aim of becoming a
creative centre, as originally conceived in the first instance and
presented herein. However, realistically, this does not mean
that the content shouldn’t have other functions, enabling
Mondrian Mind to cater for other professional activities.
Thoughts go out such as offices, shopping mall, school,
apartments, or a combination of different professional services.
Promotion and Economy
Mondrian Mind pavilions is a unique complex, which is
presented as a monument, an homage. This, therefore,
creates an interesting attraction that presents many derivative
marketing and promotional opportunities, which, as a result,
can fuel the interest of domestic and international tourists.
Instantly, we will have a positive impact on society, integration,
and economy.
A new perspective
A stark composition of two lines on a diamond-shape canvas
instantaneously comes to life in a unique, dynamic, threedimensional design. Exciting clean lines and shapes provide a
fascinating, recognizable, distinctive, and attractive appearance
with a lot of charm. It radiates unprecedented success…
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Draft Guidance
Organization Chart
Mondrian Mind
Museum

Mondrian Mind
Hotel

Hospitality
Facilities

CAFE
BAR
RESTAURANT

Mondrian Mind
Holding

Art & Design
Bookstore

Mondrian Mind
Real Estate

Art & Design
Necessities

Interior & Furnitor
Retailer
EVENT MANAGEMENT

Mondrian Mind
Public Relation

COMMUNICATION
MARKETING
IDENTITY CONTROL

B2

Building-1 (B1)

Building-3 (B3)

• Lobby
• Cafe-restaurant
• Mondrian Mind Museum
• Café De Unie
• Aubette
• Auditorium
• Offices MM Museum
• Studios, ateliers
• Business facilities/space

• Bookstore related to art
in general, photography,
architecture, interior design,
graphic design, etc.
• Interior and Furniture retailer
• Art and Design necessities
retailer
• Other commercial spaces
Building-4 (B4)

Building-2 (B2)

B1

B4

B3

• Business space

• Mondrian Mind Hotel
• Front desk
• Cafe-restaurant

60 mtr
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60 mtr
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Concept initiator
Mondrian Mind pavilions:
Peter Willems, Willems Design
The Hague, The Netherlands
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www.mondrianmind.com

